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One of the most important tools in the public health arsenal, vaccines are to thank for the
global eradication of smallpox, and for allowing us to defeat the dire threat of infectious disease
for more than one hundred years. Vaccine development is where scientists turn when faced
with the frightening spread of new diseases like Zika, SARS, and Ebola. So if vaccines have
proven to be such an effective tool, why are growing numbers of people questioning the
wisdom of vaccinating children? Why have public-sector vaccine producers almost vanished?
And can we trust the multinational corporations that increasingly dominate vaccine
development and production? In this highly original and controversial new book, Stuart Blume
argues that processes of globalization and unmet healthcare needs are eroding faith in the
institutions producing and providing vaccines. He brings together short, readable histories of
immunization practices over the past century, from the work of early pioneers such as Louis
Pasteur and Robert Koch to the establishment of the World Health Organization and the
introduction of genetic engineered vaccines. Focusing on today’s “vaccine hesitancy,” the
book exposes the inadequacies of public health persuasion, and discusses what will be
needed to restore parents’ confidence. This is a timely history, one that not only sheds new
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our global vaccine crisis, but also points a way forward.
"—from the foreword by Arthur L. Caplan, NYU School of Medicine
It can be, and has been, used to clarify and to cloud the understanding of disease, and it has
the potential both to constrain and to emancipate its subjects."—Regina Morantz-Sanchez,
Journal of Interdisciplinary History
The book ends with the 2003 OxyContin arrest of conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh,
a cautionary tale about deregulation and the widening gaps between the overmedicated and
the undertreated.
“HPV and Cancer” is a concise read that covers all aspects of the Human Papilloma Virus as
it relates to human cancers. While written by professionals, it design to be understandable by
those that are not in the field, yet it has the technical details that professionals want to stay
abreast of this changing field. The book starts out the history of HPV and progresses into the
molecular biology of the virus and our current understand of the structure and functions of the
proteins and genes it encodes. We then look at the dynamic trends of this infectious agent in
the human population, how it interacts with human cells, and the role it plays with other
organisms to produce both benign and malignant tumors. Lastly, there is a discussion about a
new vaccine for HPV and the hopes that are held by many to change the trends with this virus
and the associated cancers it produces.
And, since HPV causes cancers of the cervix, vulva, vagina, penis, and anus, why was the
vaccine recommended only for females? What did this reveal about gender and sexual politics
in the United States? With hundreds of thousands of HPV-related cancer deaths worldwide,
how did similar national debates in Europe and the developing world shape the global
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of cancer
prevention?This volume provides insight into the deep moral, ethical,
and scientific questions that must be addressed when sexual and social politics confront public
health initiatives in the United States and around the world.
In Not Quite a Cancer Vaccine, medical anthropologist S.D. Gottlieb explores how the vaccine
Gardasil—developed against the most common sexually-transmitted infection, human
papillomavirus (HPV)—was marketed primarily as a cervical cancer vaccine. Gardasil quickly
became implicated in two pre-existing debates—about adolescent sexuality and pediatric
vaccinations more generally. Prior to its market debut, Gardasil seemed to offer female
empowerment, touting protection against HPV and its potential for cervical cancer. Gottlieb
questions the marketing pitch’s vaunted promise and asks why vaccine marketing
unnecessarily gendered the vaccine’s utility, undermining Gardasil’s benefit for men and
women alike. This book demonstrates why in the ten years since Gardasil’s U.S. launch its
low rates of public acceptance have their origins in the early days of the vaccine dissemination.
Not Quite a Cancer Vaccine addresses the on-going expansion in U.S. healthcare of patientsas-consumers and the ubiquitous, and sometimes insidious, health marketing of large pharma.
Controversies and scepticism surrounding vaccinations, though not new, have increasingly
come to the fore as more individuals decide not to inoculate themselves or their children for
cultural, religious, or other reasons. Their personal decisions put the rights of the individual on
a collision course with public and community safety. Public Health in the Age of Anxiety
enhances both the public and scholarly understanding of the motivations behind vaccine
hesitancy in Canada. The volume brings into conversation people working within such fields as
philosophy, medicine, epidemiology, history, nursing, anthropology, public policy, and religious
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The contributors
critically analyse issues surrounding vaccine safety, the arguments
against vaccines, the scale of anti-vaccination sentiment, public dissemination of medical
research, and the effect of private beliefs on individual decision-making and public health.
These essays model and encourage the type of productive engagement that is necessary to
clarify the value of vaccines and reduce the tension between pro and anti-vaccination groups.

Technologies such as direct-to-consumer genetic testing, pharmacogenetically
developed therapies in cancer care, private umbilical cord blood banking, and
neurocognitive enhancement claim to cater to an individual's specific biological
character, and, in some cases, these technologies have shown powerful
potential. Yet in others they have produced negligible or even negative results.
Donna Dickenson examines the economic and political factors fueling the Me
Medicine phenomenon and explores how, over time, this paradigm shift in how
we approach our health might damage our individual and collective well-being.
Drawing on the latest findings from leading scientists, social scientists, and
political analysts, she critically examines four possible hypotheses driving the Me
Medicine moment: a growing sense of threat; a wave of patient narcissism;
corporate interests driving new niche markets; and the dominance of personal
choice as a cultural value. She concludes with insights from political theory that
emphasize a conception of the commons and the steps we can take to restore its
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value to modern biotechnology.
The fourth edition of an authoritative overview, with all new chapters that capture
the state of the art in a rapidly growing field. Science and Technology Studies
(STS) is a flourishing interdisciplinary field that examines the transformative
power of science and technology to arrange and rearrange contemporary
societies. The Handbook of Science and Technology Studies provides a
comprehensive and authoritative overview of the field, reviewing current research
and major theoretical and methodological approaches in a way that is accessible
to both new and established scholars from a range of disciplines. This new
edition, sponsored by the Society for Social Studies of Science, is the fourth in a
series of volumes that have defined the field of STS. It features 36 chapters,
each written for the fourth edition, that capture the state of the art in a rich and
rapidly growing field. One especially notable development is the increasing
integration of feminist, gender, and postcolonial studies into the body of STS
knowledge. The book covers methods and participatory practices in STS
research; mechanisms by which knowledge, people, and societies are
coproduced; the design, construction, and use of material devices and
infrastructures; the organization and governance of science; and STS and
societal challenges including aging, agriculture, security, disasters, environmental
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justice, and climate change.
THE CRITICAL WORK IN GLOBAL HEALTH, NOW COMPLETELY REVISED
AND UPDATED "This book compels us to better understand the contexts in
which health problems emerge and the forces that underlie and propel them."
-Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Mpilo Tutu H1N1. Diabetes. Ebola. Zika. Each of
these health problems is rooted in a confluence of social, political, economic, and
biomedical factors that together inform our understanding of global health. The
imperative for those who study global health is to understand these factors
individually and, especially, synergistically. Fully revised and updated, this fourth
edition of Oxford's Textbook of Global Health offers a critical examination of the
array of societal factors that shape health within and across countries, including
how health inequities create consequences that must be addressed by public
health, international aid, and social and economic policymaking. The text equips
students, activists, and health professionals with the building blocks for a
contextualized understanding of global health, including essential threads that
are combined in no other work: · historical dynamics of the field · the political
economy of health and development · analysis of the current global health
structure, including its actors, agencies, and activities · societal determinants of
health, from global trade and investment treaties to social policies to living and
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working conditions · the role of health data and measuring health inequities ·
major causes of global illness and death, including under crises, from a political
economy of health vantage point that goes beyond communicable vs. noncommunicable diseases to incorporate contexts of social and economic
deprivation, work, and globalization · the role of trade/investment and financial
liberalization, precarious work, and environmental degradation and contamination
· principles of health systems and the politics of health financing · community,
national, and transnational social justice approaches to building healthy societies
and practicing global health ethically and equitably Through this approach the
Textbook of Global Health encourages the reader -- be it student, professional, or
advocate -- to embrace a wider view of the global health paradigm, one that
draws from political economy considerations at community, national, and
transnational levels. It is essential and current reading for anyone working in or
around global health.
By the end of the 1950s, Hungary became an unlikely leader in what we now call
global health. Only three years after Soviet tanks crushed the revolution of 1956,
Hungary became one of the first countries to introduce the Sabin vaccine into its
national vaccination programme. This immunization campaign was built on years
of scientific collaboration between East and West, in which scientists, specimens,
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vaccines and iron lungs crossed over the Iron Curtain. Dóra Vargha uses a series
of polio epidemics in communist Hungary to understand the response to a global
public health emergency in the midst of the Cold War. She argues that despite
the antagonistic international atmosphere of the 1950s, spaces of transnational
corporation between blocs emerged to tackle a common health crisis. At the
same time, she shows that epidemic concepts and policies were influenced by
the very Cold War rhetoric that medical and political cooperation transcended.
This title is also available as Open Access.
Simultaneously examining four significant, never-before-combined case studies,
this unique feminist analysis offers troubling revelations about the private-public
interaction in U.S. policy affecting birth control drugs.
Explores the risks and benefits of the HPV vaccine, created to be an effective
preventative measure against cervical cancer.
The Immunization Safety Review Committee was established by the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) to evaluate the evidence on possible causal associations
between immunizations and certain adverse outcomes, and to then present
conclusions and recommendations. The committee's mandate also includes
assessing the broader societal significance of these immunization safety issues.
While all the committee members share the view that immunization is generally
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beneficial, none of them has a vested interest in the specific immunization safety
issues that come before the group. The committee reviews three immunization
safety review topics each year, addressing each one at a time. In this fifth report
in a series, the committee examines the hypothesis that exposure to polio
vaccine contaminated with simian virus 40 (SV40), a virus that causes inapparent
infection in some monkeys, can cause certain types of cancer.
This book is a feast of knowledge, yet a balanced diet of healthy foods. There are
high values of rich essential nutrients from top-quality medical research. But they
are made easily digestible and absorbable, even by health care providers and
planners, working in resource-limited settings, in all parts of the world, through
social implications and community applications. All the chapters are value-added
master pieces. The book would serve both as a scientific reference guide and a
practical work manual. The authors, editor, and Intech publishers, together, are
pleased to provide the readers a precious blend of scientific excellence and
social relevance, for health empowerment, globally. We wish the readers great
success, savoring science and sociology together.
This book explores the ‘material-discursive entanglement’ of how we both make
the world with our words and how the materiality of the world forces us to put
words on it. Beginning with the conundrum of how the things that make up our
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world are both shaped by and shape the ways in which we talk about, engage
with and think about them, the author accepts the entanglement and then works
backwards, using the metaphor of refraction to help articulate the structures,
values and norms that discursively shape our world and our selves in it. Through
a series of empirical examples taken from work on medical technologies and the
body, Refracting through Technologies shows how researchers and designers
can use material things – technologies – to refract discourses and articulate the
concerns and voices producing them. Refraction as a metaphor is thus revealed
to be an important concept, enabling scholars to apply analytical work to political
concerns about the technological world. As such, it will appeal to scholars of
sociology, science and technology studies, philosophy and design with interests
in technoscience, feminist thought and social theory.
Finally, this is the book you've been waiting for. Health maintenance and disease
prevention provides a concise up to date information on the management of
certain chronic medical conditions, health promotion and disease prevention. It
empowers individuals in several ways to be more proactive about their health.
The ultimate goal is maintaining a good quality of life. Areas of emphasis featured
in this book include: -preventive health services from infancy to adulthood
-management and prevention of certain chronic medical conditions -Lifestyles
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and behavior modifications -preconception care and pregnancy related health
conditions -prevention of sexually transmitted diseases -management of specific
common health conditions in the older adult -precautions about medication use. It
is my belief that this guide will be a good resource to achieving and maintaining a
good quality of life.
The national immunization system has achieved high levels of immunization,
particularly for children. However, this system faces difficult challenges for the
future. Significant disparities remain in assuring access to recommended
vaccines across geographic and demographic populations. These disparities
result, in part, from fragmented publicâ€"private financing in which a large
number of children and adults face limited access to immunization services.
Access for adults lags well behind that of children, and rates of immunizations for
those who are especially vulnerable because of chronic health conditions such as
diabetes or heart and lung disease, remain low. Financing Vaccines in the 21st
Century: Assuring Access and Availability addresses these challenges by
proposing new strategies for assuring access to vaccines and sustaining the
supply of current and future vaccines. The book recommends changes to the
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP)-the entity that currently
recommends vaccines-and calls for a series of public meetings, a postPage 11/24
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implementation evaluation study, and development of a research agenda to
facilitate implementation of the plan.
Focused on Botswana's only dedicated oncology ward, Improvising Medicine
renders the experiences of patients, their relatives, and clinical staff during a
cancer epidemic.
This book, by bringing together critical pharmaceutical studies and feminist
technoscience studies, explores the way drugs produce sexed and/or gendered
identities for those who take – or resist – them, and how feminist technoscience
studies can contribute a theoretical lens with which to observe sex and gender in
the pharmaceuticalization processes. Topics explored in this diverse collection
include the use of hormones to delay puberty onset for trans children; HPV
vaccination against cervical cancer in Sweden, the UK, Austria and Colombia;
Alzheimer’s discourses; and the medication of prostate issues. Ericka Johnson
has brought together an innovative and timely collection that demonstrates
gender as relevant in studies of pharmaceuticals, and provides multiple examples
of methodological and theoretical tools to consider gender while studying drugs.
Most women who die from cervical cancer, particularly in developing countries,
are in the prime of their life. They may be raising children, caring for their family,
and contributing to the social and economic life of their town or village. Their
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death is both a personal tragedy, and a sad and unnecessary loss to their family
and their community. Unnecessary, because there is compelling evidence, as
this Guide makes clear, that cervical cancer is one of the most preventable and
treatable forms of cancer, as long as it is detected early and managed effectively.
Unfortunately, the majority of women in developing countries still do not have
access to cervical cancer prevention programmes. The consequence is that,
often, cervical cancer is not detected until it is too late to be cured. An urgent
effort is required if this situation is to be corrected. This Guide is intended to help
those responsible for providing services aimed at reducing the burden posed by
cervical cancer for women, communities and health systems. It focuses on the
knowledge and skills needed by health care providers, at different levels of care.
The evaluation of reproductive, maternal, newborn, and child health (RMNCH) by
the Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition (DCP3) focuses on maternal
conditions, childhood illness, and malnutrition. Specifically, the chapters address
acute illness and undernutrition in children, principally under age 5. It also covers
maternal mortality, morbidity, stillbirth, and influences to pregnancy and prepregnancy. Volume 3 focuses on developments since the publication of DCP2
and will also include the transition to older childhood, in particular, the overlap
and commonality with the child development volume. The DCP3 evaluation of
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these conditions produced three key findings: 1. There is significant difficulty in
measuring the burden of key conditions such as unintended pregnancy, unsafe
abortion, nonsexually transmitted infections, infertility, and violence against
women. 2. Investments in the continuum of care can have significant returns for
improved and equitable access, health, poverty, and health systems. 3. There is
a large difference in how RMNCH conditions affect different income groups;
investments in RMNCH can lessen the disparity in terms of both health and
financial risk.
By integrating the perspectives of both medicine and agriculture and exploring
the history and science behind the widespread use of growth-promoting
antibiotics, One Health and the Politics of Antimicrobial Resistance examines the
controversy in a unique way while offering policy recommendations that all sides
can accept.
The Palgrave Handbook of Gender, Sexuality, and Canadian Politics offers the first and only
handbook in the field of Canadian politics that uses 'gender' (which it interprets broadly, as
inclusive of sex, sexualities, and other intersecting identities) as its category of analysis. Its
premise is that political actors’ identities frame how Canadian politics is thought, told, and
done; in turn, Canadian politics, as a set of ideas, state institutions and decision-making
processes, and civil society mobilizations, does and redoes gender. Following the standard
structure of mainstream introductory Canadian politics textbooks, this handbook is divided into
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four sections
(ideologies,
institutions, civil society, and public policy) each of which contains
several chapters on topics commonly taught in Canadian politics classes. The originality of the
handbook lies in its approach: each chapter reviews the basics of a given topic from the
perspective of gendered/sexualized and other intersectional identities. Such an approach
makes the handbook the only one of its kind in Canadian Politics.
In modern pediatric practice, gender matters. This volume seeks to understand the dialectical
relationship between gender and the medical care of children by combining a historical
perspective on gender and pediatrics with analyses of current debates and controversies in
pediatric practice such as pediatric transgender medicine, HPV, neonatal intensive care, and
more.
The Public Health Foundation (PHF) in partnership with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) is pleased to announce the availability of Epidemiology and Prevention of
Vaccine-Preventable Diseases, 13th Edition or “The Pink Book” E-Book. This resource
provides the most current, comprehensive, and credible information on vaccine-preventable
diseases, and contains updated content on immunization and vaccine information for public
health practitioners, healthcare providers, health educators, pharmacists, nurses, and others
involved in administering vaccines. “The Pink Book E-Book” allows you, your staff, and others
to have quick access to features such as keyword search and chapter links. Online schedules
and sources can also be accessed directly through e-readers with internet access. Current,
credible, and comprehensive, “The Pink Book E-Book” contains information on each vaccinepreventable disease and delivers immunization providers with the latest information on:
Principles of vaccination General recommendations on immunization Vaccine safety
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Child/adult
immunization
schedules International vaccines/Foreign language terms Vaccination
data and statistics The E-Book format contains all of the information and updates that are in
the print version, including: · New vaccine administration chapter · New recommendations
regarding selection of storage units and temperature monitoring tools · New recommendations
for vaccine transport · Updated information on available influenza vaccine products · Use of
Tdap in pregnancy · Use of Tdap in persons 65 years of age or older · Use of PCV13 and
PPSV23 in adults with immunocompromising conditions · New licensure information for
varicella-zoster immune globulin Contact bookstore@phf.org for more information. For more
news and specials on immunization and vaccines visit the Pink Book's Facebook fan page
Infectious diseases continue to pose a substantial threat to the operational capacity of military
forces. Protecting Our Forces reviews the process by which the U.S. military acquires vaccines
to protect its warfighters from natural infectious disease threats. The committee found that
poorly aligned acquisition processes and an inadequate commitment of financial resources
within the Department of Defense vaccine acquisition process â€" rather than uncleared
scientific or technological hurdles â€" contribute to the unavailability of some vaccines that
could protect military personnel and, implicitly, the welfare and security of the nation.
Protecting Our Forces outlines ways in which DoD might strengthen its acquisition process and
improve vaccine availability. Recommendations, which include combining all DoD vaccine
acquisition responsibilities under a single DoD authority, cover four broad aspects of the
acquisition process: (1) organization, authority, and responsibility; (2) program and budget;
(3)manufacturing; (4) and the regulatory status of special-use vaccines.
The Routledge History of Disease draws on innovative scholarship in the history of medicine to
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explore
the challenges
involved in writing about health and disease throughout the past and
across the globe, presenting a varied range of case studies and perspectives on the patterns,
technologies and narratives of disease that can be identified in the past and that continue to
influence our present. Organized thematically, chapters examine particular forms and
conceptualizations of disease, covering subjects from leprosy in medieval Europe and cancer
screening practices in twentieth-century USA to the ayurvedic tradition in ancient India and the
pioneering studies of mental illness that took place in nineteenth-century Paris, as well as
discussing the various sources and methods that can be used to understand the social and
cultural contexts of disease. Chapter 24 of this book is freely available as a downloadable
Open Access PDF under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 3.0
license. https://www.routledgehandbooks.com/doi/10.4324/9781315543420.ch24
"Biocitizenship: The Politics of Bodies, Governance, and Power is a critical study of the
relationship between the concept of citizenship and the body"-Fat in the Fifties is required reading for public health practitioners and researchers, physicians,
historians of medicine, and anyone concerned about weight and weight loss.
By setting the complex story of American vaccination within the country's broader history, the
author goes beyond the simple story of the triumph of science over disease and provides a
new and perceptive account of the role of politics and social forces in medicine.
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Book Review
Top 10 Book of the Year A Facebook "Year of Books"
Selection One of the Best Books of the Year * National Book Critics Circle Award
finalist * The New York Times Book Review (Top 10) * Entertainment Weekly (Top 10) *
New York Magazine (Top 10)* Chicago Tribune (Top 10) * Publishers Weekly (Top 10)
* Time Out New York (Top 10) * Los Angeles Times * Kirkus * Booklist * NPR's Science
Friday * Newsday * Slate * Refinery 29 * And many more... Why do we fear vaccines?
A provocative examination by Eula Biss, the author of Notes from No Man's Land,
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award Upon becoming a new mother, Eula
Biss addresses a chronic condition of fear-fear of the government, the medical
establishment, and what is in your child's air, food, mattress, medicine, and vaccines.
She finds that you cannot immunize your child, or yourself, from the world. In this bold,
fascinating book, Biss investigates the metaphors and myths surrounding our
conception of immunity and its implications for the individual and the social body. As
she hears more and more fears about vaccines, Biss researches what they mean for
her own child, her immediate community, America, and the world, both historically and
in the present moment. She extends a conversation with other mothers to meditations
on Voltaire's Candide, Bram Stoker's Dracula, Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, Susan
Sontag's AIDS and Its Metaphors, and beyond. On Immunity is a moving account of
how we are all interconnected-our bodies and our fates.
With Tay-Sachs, cystic fibrosis, and sickle cell disease as a powerful backdrop, the
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authors
provide a glimpse
into a diverse America where racial ideologies, cultural
politics, and conflicting beliefs about the power of genetics shape disparate health care
expectations and experiences.
The current HPV vaccine uptake rate is not on track to achieve the Healthy People
2020 goal of 80%, nor attain the desired reduction in HPV-related cancer burden that
could be achieved through optimal uptake. Increasing the HPV vaccination rates to
80% could prevent an additional 53,000 future cervical cancer cases in the U.S among
girls who are 12 years or younger over the course of their lifetime as well as many
additional cases of other cancers, precancers, and genital warts in both sexes.
Understanding the current HPV vaccination trends, determining predictors of
vaccination, and identifying the characteristics of primary care visits that are missed
opportunities for HPV vaccination allows for the development of more effective
strategies that can accelerate HPV vaccine uptake. My dissertation, comprised of three
papers, examines the multiple levels of influence associated with uptake of the HPV
vaccine among preadolescents ages 11-12 at the provider, patient/parent, and visit
levels. The findings will help elucidate salient factors that influence the provider’s
decision to recommend the HPV vaccine to their patients, the parent’s decision to
accept and follow through with that recommendation, the processes of care that are
required to ensure that recommendation is carried out, and the relationships among
these various factors. The first and second paper utilizes electronic medical records
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data to identify: 1) patient and provider factors associated with HPV
vaccine uptake and 2) patient, provider and visit factors associated with missed clinical
opportunities to recommend and administer the HPV vaccine. The third paper explores
the clinic, primary care team and parent level factors that affect uptake of the HPV
vaccine through semi-structured key-informant interviews. The primary conclusions
from this research highlight the importance of developing and implementing multi-level
interventions that engage parents, all clinic staff (e.g. providers and support staff) and
health care systems. Education, training and communication for HPV vaccines should
focus on emphasizing the importance of timely vaccinations, bundling the HPV
vaccines with other vaccines due at the same time, and ensuring that all clinic staff
provide a strong and consistent HPV vaccination recommendation.
The Open Access version of this book, available at http://www.tandfebooks.com, has
been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 3.0 license. An exploration of how global pharmaceutical products are
localized - of what happens when they become ‘glocal’ - this book examines the
tensions that exist between a global pharmaceutical market and the locally bounded
discourses and regulations encountered as markets are created for new drugs in
particular contexts. Employing the case study of the emergence, representation and
regulation of Viagra in the Swedish market, Glocal Pharma offers analyses of
commercial material, medical discourses and legal documents to show how a Swedish,
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Viagra-consuming
subject has been constructed in relation to the drug and how Viagra
is imagined in relation to the Swedish man. Engaging with debates about
pharmaceuticalization, the authors consider the ways in which new identities are
created around drugs, the redefinition of health problems as sites of pharmaceutical
treatment and changes in practices of governance to reflect the entrance of
pharmaceuticals to the market. With attention to ‘local’ contexts, it reveals elements in
the nexus of pharmaceutcalization that are receptive to cultural elements as new
products become embedded in local markets. An empirically informed study of the the
ways in which the presence of a drug can alter the concept of a disease and its
treatment, understandings of who suffers from it and how to cure it - both locally and
internationally - this book will appeal to scholars of sociology and science and
technology studies with interests in globalization, pharmaceuticals, gender and the
sociology of medicine.
A history of the anti-vaccination movement, from its nineteenth-century antecedents to
today's anti-vax activism, offering strategies for refuting its claims. Vaccines are a
documented success story, one of the most successful public health interventions in
history. Yet there is a vocal anti-vaccination movement, featuring celebrity activists
(including Kennedy scion Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and actress Jenny McCarthy) and the
propagation of anti-vax claims through books, documentaries, and social media. In AntiVaxxers, Jonathan Berman explores the phenomenon of the anti-vaccination
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movement,
recounting
its history from its nineteenth-century antecedents to today's
activism, examining its claims, and suggesting a strategy for countering them. After
providing background information on vaccines and how they work, Berman describes
resistance to Britain's Vaccination Act of 1853, showing that the arguments anticipate
those made by today's anti-vaxxers. He discusses the development of new vaccines in
the twentieth century, including those protecting against polio and MMR (measles,
mumps, rubella), and the debunked paper that linked the MMR vaccine to autism; the
CDC conspiracy theory promoted in the documentary Vaxxed; recommendations for an
alternative vaccination schedule; Kennedy's misinformed campaign against thimerosal;
and the much-abused religious exemption to vaccination. Anti-vaxxers have changed
their minds, but rarely because someone has given them a list of facts. Berman argues
that anti-vaccination activism is tied closely to how people see themselves as parents
and community members. Effective pro-vaccination efforts should emphasize these
cultural aspects rather than battling social media posts.
Since 1990, the number of mandated vaccines has increased dramatically. Today, a
fully vaccinated child will have received nearly three dozen vaccinations between birth
and age six. Along with the increase in number has come a growing wave of concern
among parents about the unintended side effects of vaccines. In Vaccine, Mark A.
Largent explains the history of the debate and identifies issues that parents,
pediatricians, politicians, and public health officials must address. Nearly 40% of
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parents report
that they delay or refuse a recommended vaccine for their
children. Despite assurances from every mainstream scientific and medical institution,
parents continue to be haunted by the question of whether vaccines cause autism. In
response, health officials herald vaccines as both safe and vital to the public's health
and put programs and regulations in place to encourage parents to follow the
recommended vaccine schedule. For Largent, the vaccine-autism debate obscures a
constellation of concerns held by many parents, including anxiety about the number of
vaccines required (including some for diseases that children are unlikely ever to
encounter), unhappiness about the rigorous schedule of vaccines during well-baby
visits, and fear of potential side effects, some of them serious and even life-threatening.
This book disentangles competing claims, opens the controversy for critical reflection,
and provides recommendations for moving forward.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER *Radio 4 Book of the Week* This is the story of a
race - not against other vaccines or other scientists, but against a deadly and
devastating virus. On 1 January 2020, Sarah Gilbert, Professor of Vaccinology at
Oxford University, read an article about four people in China with a strange pneumonia.
Within two weeks, she and her team had designed a vaccine against a pathogen that
no one had ever seen before. Less than 12 months later, vaccination was rolled out
across the world to save millions of lives from Covid-19. In Vaxxers, we hear directly
from Professor Gilbert and her colleague Dr Catherine Green as they reveal the inside
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Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine and the cutting-edge science and
sheer hard work behind it. This is their story of fighting a pandemic as ordinary people
in extraordinary circumstances. Sarah and Cath share the heart-stopping moments in
the eye of the storm; they separate fact from fiction; they explain how they made a
highly effective vaccine in record time with the eyes of the world watching; and they
give us hope for the future. Vaxxers invites us into the lab to find out how science will
save us from this pandemic, and how we can prepare for the inevitable next one.
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